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Trusted short links from public officers

The official link shortener 
for the government



The problem



For the longest 
time, sharing links 
with citizens was 
simple and 
fuss-free…
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Until this…
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Some tried to improve legitimacy by using 
commercial link shorteners:

Example of original link:

https://eservices.ica.gov.sg/es
vclandingpage/apples

https://bit.ly/ica-eservices

https://tinyurl.com/ica-eservices

OR



Problems with using existing commercial 
link shorteners:

Pay taxes: 
bit.ly/paytax

Pay taxes: 
bit.ly/pay-tax

Sent by IRAS Sent by attacker



Problems with using existing commercial 
link shorteners:

Email clients (e.g. Gmail) might block 
your link because it is listed as Spam 

(eg. bit.ly, tinyurl, goo.gl)
Citizen might be afraid of phishing 

when receiving a shortened link and 
unsure of where it goes to

Links regarded as 
phishing or fake news

Links regarded as spam

Some tools allow you to use your 
domain to ensure security and 
branding but charge more for 

this

Extra cost for 
security features



The solution



Trusted short links from public officers

The official link shortener for 
the government



Ensure scammers are unable to replicate your links

Pay taxes: 
bit.ly/paytax

Pay taxes: 
bit.ly/pay-tax

Sent by IRAS Sent by attacker

Pay taxes: 
go.gov.sg/paytax

Legitimate 
.gov.sg domain 
can’t be 
replicated by 
attacker

VS



How does it work?



Create unique short links that point to URL or a file



Easily generate QR codes to share with others



Mass generate up to 1000 short links using a csv 
upload



Create tags for your short links to make them 
easier to find



Find out how your short links are doing using 
analytics

By devices By clicks By traffic



Want to find out who owns a link? Use the Directory!



Connect your existing tech systems to GoGovSG 
using our APIs

1. Create a short link

2. Update your short link

3. Get information about 

your short link (s)



Success stories



Examples of where GoGovSG short links have been 
used



And many other use cases in government!

● /agsubmit - submissions of ART results for those under quarantine
● /mohupdates - MOH covid updates
● /temporary-relief-fund - MSF Temporary Relief Fund for Covid 19
● /passport - passport application
● /sgn-shorttermaccomm  - Stay-Home Notice and short-term hotel 

accommodation rates for returned overseas Singaporeans
● /msf-covid19-support - MSF Covid 19 Support Grant
● /ssolocator - Social Service Office locator
● File sharing use case: POFMA notices 

397+ million link visits since March 2019



A brand increasingly recognised by citizens :)



Upcoming Features



Upcoming features in our product roadmap:

Link Collaboration
Exploring how to allow public officers to share ownership of links with different access/editing rights.

GoGovSG APIs 2.0
Exploring how to allow users to better link up their systems with GoGovSG through APIs. 

Please let us know if you have any use cases for the features above. Our team would like to speak to you! 

Link Analytics 2.0
Exploring how to allow users to better track & attribute the traffic for their shortlinks.
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